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Abstract

This paper examines the potential for assurance guarantees to drive nuclear proliferation. In their quest to better understand nuclear nonproliferation, scholars often isolate their analytic focus to the effectiveness of assurances at preventing an ally’s acquisition of nuclear weapons and do not consider how these assurances can simultaneously compel an adversary to proliferate. Assurance of the ally can exacerbate a security dilemma between the U.S. and an adversary to a point that increases an ally’s incentive to possess a nuclear weapon. Paradoxically, this could then mean that an initially effective assurance guarantee can compel the assurer to invest even more time and resources into assuring the ally to further nonproliferation ad infinitum. This paper provides a deductive evaluation of existing nonproliferation models and then demonstrates the argument through historical analysis of U.S. policy decisions on the U.S.-Japan and U.S.-India alliances. A discussion on the application behavioral economics in national decision making is proposed to explain why the U.S. responds to allies that are notoriously insecure about our commitment to their defense.
**Introduction**

“Gentlemen, we have run out of money; now we have to think.”
Sir Winston Churchill

There is general consensus among many world leaders that preventing nuclear proliferation is a top international security challenge of the 21st century. Despite this priority, however, the causal dynamics of proliferation and nonproliferation are not well understood. Intuitively, when a nuclear weapon state (NWS) extends a security assurance to an ally it may also compel their adversary to proliferate and therefore cause the ally to feel even more threatened than before. Unfortunately, scholars tend to artificially constrain assurance discussions to the ally and therefore often arrive at the wrong conclusions of their effect on nuclear proliferation. According to conventional wisdom, assurance of an ally furthers their nonproliferation because the combination of the extended nuclear umbrella and a state’s normative desire to be viewed and treated favorably by the international community dissuades nuclear weapons development. Conversely, conventional wisdom holds that if assurance of an ally fails to prevent their proliferation, it is because the nuclear umbrella cannot be trusted or a state’s domestic interests for pursuing a nuclear weapon far outweigh the influencing value of any assurance guarantee whatsoever.

This paper examines the potential for assurance to drive nuclear proliferation. Assurance and deterrence can be thought of as two sides of the nuclear proliferation coin: alliances and security arrangements, such as an extended nuclear umbrella or ballistic missile defense (BMD), are meant simultaneously to deter adversaries from attacking the vital interests of allies and to assure allies that any need they might have for nuclear weapons has already been addressed. Ridging the coin’s edge are the often biased diplomatic and economic assurances that spawn
from these alliance arrangements, such as improved international prestige or access to legitimate
civilian nuclear power technology. These assurances of the ally can exacerbate regional security
dilemma to the point where at some point in the future, the ally may forego nuclear restraint
because of the proliferating effect the present assurance guarantee had on their adversary.
Paradoxically, following such a response by an adversary, the assurer may be compelled to
invest even more time and resources into assuring the ally to further nonproliferation. So why
does an ally fail to consider that while they feel insecure now, receiving additional military
support from a world power such as the U.S. will only make them a bigger target in the future,
which makes them even less secure? Why do neither the leaders of the assuring state, nor those
of the assured state, take heed of the obvious potential “boomerang effect” where actions taken
by the assurer, aimed at influencing an ally, may simultaneously agitate an adversary?

In their quest to better understand nuclear nonproliferation, scholars tend to constrain
their analytic focus to the effectiveness of assurances at ameliorating alliances and, consequently,
they undervalue how these assurances may compel an adversary to proliferate. In examining this
proliferation dynamic, U.S. foreign policy decisions with Japan and India are analyzed to
demonstrate how assurance guarantees weakened regional nonproliferation efforts. Second,
nonproliferation literature is examined to expose how scholars artificially constrain the
determinants of assurance effectiveness to the ally while largely ignoring its effect on
adversaries. Third, a discussion on behavioral economics is offered to explain why national
security decision-makers hastily respond to allies who are evidently unconvincing of U.S. resolve.
In conclusion, U.S foreign policy recommendations that further nonproliferation vis-à-vis both
allies and adversaries are presented within the context of behavioral economic principles.
**Assurance Can Drive Nuclear Proliferation**

In nuclear proliferation literature, there are academic scholars that examine security assurance in international relations theory and there are regional scholars that evaluate the effectiveness of U.S. security assurance in different countries, but neither discusses the failure of assurance in restraining nuclear proliferation because of the security dilemma it can exacerbate. What is missing is an ex post facto assessment of ally assurances that can drive adversaries to proliferate in response. This unintended response increases the perceived threat by the ally, which can subsequently drive their future nuclear weapons development. A deductive evaluation of U.S. policy decisions on the U.S.-Japan and U.S.-India alliances illustrates the nature of this proliferation dynamic.

**Proliferation in North East Asia**

Since WWII, U.S. security assurances have stoked Japan’s frequently debated desire for nuclear weapons. Much of the scholarly thought on Japanese security strategy claims that when Japan feels threatened, they immediately look to the U.S. to reaffirm its commitment to their defense – and the U.S. immediately responds in kind. The U.S. security assurances extended to Japan in the early 1960s may have provoked China, spurring their proliferation more as a function of the (historical) Japanese threat than the Soviets. In 1960, the Treaty of Mutual Cooperation and Security between the U.S. and Japan granted the U.S. military basing rights within Japan in return for security. By 1963, both were exercising joint military planning options in the region to stem the “rise of the Communist power in China” while supporting the “Republic of [Taiwan].” Shortly thereafter, China announced in October 1964 that it had detonated a nuclear weapon “in the face of the ever increasing nuclear threats from the United States.” Japan immediately sought security assurances from the U.S. while debating the
development of an indigenous nuclear weapon. A similar series of events would again unfold in 1995 in the aftermath of the North Korean nuclear crisis and further nuclear testing by China. In this debate, however, the prospect of more nuclear weapon states in the region following the expected expiration of the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) in 1995 may have been the determinant factor in tension with Japan’s desire to remain non-nuclear.

U.S. security assurances consisting of military hardware aimed at deterring North Korea may have provoked China’s proliferation, which in turn compelled Japan to reconsider its choice to remain non-nuclear. Although little documentation of Chinese military strategy exists, their accelerated modernization and deployment of sophisticated missiles in large numbers opposite the Taiwan Strait clearly indicated their objective to defend challengers of Taiwan’s unification. Any foreign ballistic missile defense system within the reach of Taiwan would challenge this objective. In February 2005, the U.S. and Japan issued their first ever joint statement on the strategic objectives of the alliance, which included the peaceful resolution of the Taiwan issue. What unnerved China most was Japan’s eagerness to deepen the alliance with military hardware. By October 2005, the U.S. and Japan reshaped the alliance by expanding major troop deployments, more joint exercises, and the development of regional ballistic missile defenses (BMD). In 2006, notable events such as the basing of a nuclear powered aircraft carrier and deployment of Patriot Advanced Capability-3 missiles in Japan placed the U.S. pivot towards Asia on China’s front doorstep. In response, China’s military budget doubled overnight despite steady Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth. Moreover, China’s space intercept of a defunct weather satellite, fielding of advanced BMD countermeasures, and inadvertent disclosure of tunnels hiding a growing nuclear arsenal indicated the Asian welcome mat was not out. Concerned over the darkening shadow of China’s nuclear arsenal, Japan
subsequently expressed a desire to exercise some control over U.S. nuclear weapon strategy; a desire which could complicate future regional security. This shift in Japan’s perceived salience of a nuclear arsenal induces further uncertainty into an all-important question: will Japan’s future debates conclude with “no” for an indigenous nuclear weapon?

Proliferation in South Asia

Similarly, by fuelling the security dilemma between India and Pakistan, U.S. security assurances towards India can also be seen as a factor undermining international nonproliferation goals. The conventional wisdom on South Asian nuclear proliferation says India built a nuclear bomb for security and international prestige, and Pakistan built the bomb because of India. The causal logic continues that if India does something to improve its security, then Pakistan will counter in kind. U.S. foreign policy in 2005 marked the pivot towards Asia with expansive security assurances to both the U.S.-Japan and U.S.-India alliances that included, among other things, conventional nuclear power and missile defense cooperation for both nations. In July 2005, the U.S. opened the door for nuclear enterprise by announcing “we will work to achieve full civil nuclear energy cooperation with India.” Seeking a similar door, Pakistan President Gen. Pervez Musharraf confirmed for the first time that Dr. A. Q. Khan provided P-1 centrifuges to North Korea for uranium enrichment, but insisted their nuclear bomb design was from “somewhere else - not from Pakistan.” Two weeks later, the Pakistani Ambassador to the U.N. called upon the U.S. to extend the same nuclear deal to Pakistan before “Pakistan has to start taking extraordinary measures to ensure a capability for deterrence and defense.” With the war in Afghanistan, China vocally objected to being “encircled by U.S. influence” and seized the opportunity to push back against the U.S. pivot by negotiating with Pakistan to build 8 new reactors – at a time when the U.S was critical of Pakistan’s expanding
fissile material while debating legislative changes for the Indian nuclear deal.\textsuperscript{21} In response, Pakistan frustrated U.S. nonproliferation efforts in 2006 by openly opposing U.N. sanctions against Iran by stating “Iran has the right to pursue nuclear technology for peaceful purposes.”\textsuperscript{22} Furthermore, their lone defiant stance in blocking the Fissile Material Cutoff Treaty (FMCT) at the Conference on Disarmament (CD) in Geneva clearly indicates their strategic desire to continue nuclear weapon development, independent of international resolve, because they believe it targets only Pakistan.\textsuperscript{23}

**Nuclear Proliferation Dynamics**

Scholars examine how assurance guarantees may or may not succeed in influencing the ally by analyzing the quality of the signal being sent by the assurer, but exclude analysis that even if the assurance guarantee is effective, perhaps too much so, it can provoke the adversary and in turn undermine the effectiveness of that initial assurance guarantee.

**Assurance Furthers Nonproliferation**

Assurance of an ally furthers their nonproliferation because the extended nuclear umbrella or a state’s normative desire to be viewed and treated favorably by the international community dissuades nuclear weapons development.\textsuperscript{24} Tatsumi and Schoff suggest the best strategy to continue dissuading Japan from going nuclear, despite growing nuclear threats from China and North Korea, is to continue strengthening the credibility of U.S. security assurances.\textsuperscript{25} Sagan agrees, but concludes any U.S. assurance will become increasingly less reliable in a multipolar world since the ally would be able to choose from an assortment of assurers.\textsuperscript{26} Knopf qualifies the argument by asserting the effectiveness of this assurance depends on how the assured state rationalizes the security value of an indigenous nuclear weapon against the
international political cost of ignoring the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT). Their strategies assume the persuasive resolve of the assurer is the determinant factor in nonproliferation decision, but this strategy can send mixed signals to their adversaries. Schoff posits the U.S. and its allies can do little to stop China’s nuclear modernization, yet he acknowledges that U.S. ballistic missile defense is likely the reason for the modernization that Japan fears. Chanlett, Cooper and Manyin also stress the continued need for ballistic missile defense in Japan to defend against North Korea despite Beijing’s regular complaints against any indication that Japan is strengthening its defensive capabilities to defend Taiwan. Nevertheless, their policy recommendations to Congress narrowly focus on assurances that bolster the Japanese alliance instead of regional security. Alagappa suggests the increased nuclear posturing between the U.S. and China ultimately provides stability in East Asia, but emphasizes that Japan’s increased pressure to control the salience of the U.S. extended deterrent could intensify security dilemmas in North East Asia. These policy dilemmas suggest the determinants of assurance effectiveness focus on ameliorating alliances while marginalizing regional security dilemmas.

Some scholars underestimate how assurance can drive regional proliferation. Rajagopalan contends the U.S.-India nuclear deal, while important in restraining South Asian proliferation by bring India’s nuclear weapons complex under International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) safeguard controls, allowed India to expand its nuclear arsenal. Kerr and Nikitin likewise assert the agreement, along with favorable decisions by the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG), provided India access to the international uranium market, permitting their indigenous stockpiles to be used for weapon production. Their assumption is U.S. assurances constrain Indian proliferation, but do not consider its unintended effect on Chinese and Pakistani proliferation – the world’s fastest proliferators. Kronstadt’s 2012 report on Pakistan highlights
the policy dilemma this deal has imposed as the U.S. sought sanctions against China for a similar deal in Pakistan.\(^{35}\) Paradoxically, Kerr’s 2012 report on India contradicts Kronstadt’s assessment that “harmonizing export controls [have] played a key role in U.S. counter- and non-proliferation policies” in South Asia.\(^{36}\) Khan and Lavoy, however, clearly point out that as India’s nuclear capabilities increase, so does Pakistan’s.\(^{37}\) This seeming disconnect between regional scholars suggests national decision-makers could better achieve nonproliferation goals by broadly fusing these nuanced insights of regional security dilemma and proliferation dynamics into a coherent policy strategy.

**Assurance Does Not Further Nonproliferation**

Another view holds that assurance of an ally does not further their nonproliferation because the nuclear umbrella cannot be trusted or a state’s domestic interests for forswearing, or pursuing, nuclear weapons far outweigh the influencing value of any assurance guarantee whatsoever.\(^{38}\) A strain of this nonproliferation thought assumes that many states forego nuclear weapons because they want to be viewed as “good international citizens” within the nonproliferation regime.\(^{39}\) Rublee argues that a security guarantee by itself does not lead to nuclear forbearance, but rather a “transformed view of security, one in which nuclear weapons are devalued rather than valued” by society.\(^{40}\) Solingen dismisses assurance as a determinant in nonproliferation by arguing the political strategy of domestic elites dominates a state’s decision to develop nuclear weapons.\(^{41}\) In contrast, international attention to nonproliferation can also raise the perceived value nuclear weapons, compelling non-nuclear weapon allies to secure the ultimate security guarantee of an indigenous nuclear weapon.\(^{42}\) In an anarchic, self-help world, how can you be assured that your ally today will not be your enemy tomorrow?\(^{43}\) Green and Furukawa contend the Japanese debate over a nuclear option in the late 1960s was dominated
more by discussions of how not to appear as a “second-tier nation” with a “first-class economy” before the NPT was ratified by the world, and less because of China’s detonation of a nuclear weapon. Moreover, just because a state ratifies the NPT does not mean it has foresworn nuclear weapons because legitimate access to civilian nuclear power technology could be transformed into a nuclear weapons program – all that is required is a transformed view of their future security. U.S. policy-makers must also transform their cultural view of the world to remain relevant and agile in combating nuclear proliferation. U.S. military leaders were slow to recognize how a nuanced understanding of regional cultural norms of security and their coherent application in policy was vitally important to achieving strategic objectives in Iraq and Afghanistan. If assurances, or any other U.S. diplomatic efforts, are to be successful in furthering national nonproliferation objectives, then U.S. policy-makers, just like their military leaders, must first reconcile their cultural differences with allies before developing a coherent nonproliferation strategy.

Reconciling Seemingly Incoherent Nonproliferation Policy Decisions

Allies are notoriously insecure about our commitment to their defense. It was harder for the U.S. to assure Berlin of our commitment to their defense than it was to deter Moscow, just as Chinese officials now quizzically ponder why the U.S. would want to swap Los Angeles for Taipei. In an uncertain and multi-polar world containing proliferating nuclear weapon states, the inextricable linkage between nuclear deterrence and assurance will continue to grow in importance – and so will the demand for tangible assurance from U.S. allies. Deterrence involves getting inside the mind of an enemy, whereas assurance involves getting inside the mind of a friend and convincing him that you will use all means at your disposal, and even put
your own vital interests at risk, to defend him. Tangible assurance, by its very nature, implies more than words when defining commitment. The U.S. must inevitably commit national treasure towards physical manifestations that demonstrate our resolve because commitment, not unlike love and deterrence, is an abstract concept that is hard to demonstrate convincingly in the eyes of an ally. This could explain why U.S. policy circles appear to artificially constrain assurance discussions to the ally while overlooking the adversary, because signaling our commitment to the ally must be visible, tangible, and immediate to attain U.S. objectives. Unfortunately, when adversaries respond to these “lovely” assurances, allies will likely fixate on securing even more assurances to allay their growing fears.

Security commitments can often result in a discount on a state’s future security because politicians rarely look that far into the future when making decisions. Political leaders, in particular, are motivated to secure tangible commitments from allies because it can bolster their state’s international prestige and legitimacy – and the domestic support of their constituency for re-election. There is a formidable body of literature on the study of behavioral economics that examines the psychology of how people rationalize immediate and delayed consequences – and why people seem to discount future benefits in favor of immediate gratification. Assurance decisions are no different. The potential value of these studies in explaining (and improving) national security decision making can be seen in the argument forwarded by Elster and Loewenstein:

Many of our most urgent national problems suggest a widespread lack of concern for the future. Alarming economic conditions, such as low national savings rates, declining corporate investment in long-term capital projects, and ballooning private and public debt are matched by such social ills as diminished educational achievement, environmental degradation, and high rates of infant mortality, crime, and teenage pregnancy. At the heart of all these troubles lies an important behavioral phenomenon: in the role of consumer, manager, voter, student, or parent, many Americans choose inferior but immediate rewards over greater long-term benefits.
While a nuanced understanding of the underlying cultural differences between allies and adversaries is important in bounding their security dilemma, an even more nuanced appreciation of the decision strategies of all parties involved is vitally important in resolving their dilemma long-term. Hastie and Dawes work on “how” people make choices categorically dissects major decision strategies by the mental effort required to arrive at a decision, the compensations expected by the decision, the partisanship of competing solution sets, and the exhaustive inclusion of choices within the decision space. Their findings conclude that diverse people in very different situations often “think about” their decisions in the same way, but more important than their cultural biases, cognitive limitations within their “thinking skills” in reconciling the cause-effect or risk-reward of their decisions, particularly when making decisions that are unlike those they are use to making within their social evolution, often result in choices that are far from optimal. Thus, with so many issues vying for political attention, it is easy to see how insufficient dwell time to think through a security dilemma, partisan politics or the exclusion of a diverse (or competing) set of authoritative experts may limit the critical thought of elected officials to only the first-order effects of an alliance decision. Similar parallels can be drawn within the analytic approaches undertaken by nuclear proliferation scholars. Many of the regional scholars go to great length detailing “how” a state’s history and culture can explain why they arrived at a nonproliferation decision, but little is discussed as to “how” the decision strategies of a state’s elite constrained their decision space. Similarly, some scholarly works on assurance and proliferation dynamics tend to narrowly focus on “how” the signal being sent to the ally furthered their nonproliferation, and less on “how” the ally’s decisions were formulated within the context of any potential future response from an adversary. While scholars agree that no one theory by itself is correct, the multiple nuanced, albeit artificially constrained, threads of
nuclear proliferation thought often translate into narrow, biased, and seemingly incoherent political decisions that tend to compensate the ally in lieu of resolving the regional security dilemma with their adversary. In contrast to the realities of politics, their collective expertise on nuclear proliferation dynamics and regional security dilemma could be broadly integrated into a coherent U.S. national security decision making processes, thereby improving the effectiveness of nuclear nonproliferation strategies. Nevertheless, there are several policy principles that should be integrated into U.S. national decision making processes to improve the effectiveness of nuclear nonproliferation strategies while minimizing the potential for proliferation by adversaries.

- **Resolve regional security dilemma while avoiding favoritism or double standards.**

   For example, Pakistan’s rapid nuclear proliferation in close proximity to extremist elements and its unstable relationship with India are a major U.S. concern. Despite massive amounts of aid over the year, Islamabad remains distrustful of the U.S. because of our erratic interest in the region. Remembering their experiences in Afghanistan during the Cold War, Pakistanis perceive the U.S. as an unreliable partner who will engage in the region for a period of time, and then shift their interests and support to that of another partner – such as India. To regain this trust, the U.S. should aggressively mediate Indian-Pakistani efforts to resolve the Kashmir issue while avoiding the impression that one or the other country receives preferential treatment, particularly in regards to civilian nuclear power technology and BMD. In dealing with Iran’s nuclear proliferation, the U.S. should aggressively revitalize Israeli-Palestinian efforts to resolve regional disputes through multilateral
consultations with international partners sympathetic to the Israelis, while including equal partners sympathetic to the Palestinians.

- Develop a strategy for communicating U.S. resolve to an ally in consultation with a broader array of regional experts and scholars tailored to the regional security dilemma, and not just the ally. The U.S. exerts more energy convincing allies than it does adversaries of the credibility of our security guarantees. Adversaries can be just as affected by alliance solidarity and commitment as by promises of security. A more nuanced approach to communicating resolve can minimize the costly investment and forward deployment of U.S. military capabilities as tangible icons of U.S. commitment while simultaneously avoiding potential adversarial provocations.

- Provide international transparency of assurance discussions to minimize the potential for false signaling to adversaries before mobilizing military hardware, such as early warning radars or missile defense batteries. When formulating new security guarantees, the U.S. should set up mechanisms for such discussions early on to force regional allies to consider the long-term effects of these agreements on their future regional security.

- Reduce the salience of the U.S. nuclear arsenal in alliance discussions. The U.S. needs to educate allies in nuclear strategy and be realistic from the start about the highly limited set of circumstances in which nuclear weapons are useful in resolving regional security dilemma.
- Implement mechanisms that preserve the institutional knowledge of foreign policy issues between the National Security Councils (NSC) of successive administrations. There is broad consensus within U.S. policy and intelligence circles that U.S. influence abroad is hampered by a growing “trust deficit” because of quadrennial vacillations in U.S. foreign policy. In practice, successive NSCs do not share institutional knowledge of foreign policy issues: no documents or electronic media of any kind are shared, and few if any people knowledgeable of the issues are retained through successive administrations. To regain international trust and influence, the U.S. should develop a method to archive and share this institutional knowledge to provide a consistent, “whole of nation” understanding to U.S. foreign policy decision makers that lives beyond the currently elected administration.

**Conclusion**

Assurance of the ally can exacerbate the security dilemma to the point where sometime in the future, the ally may foreswear nuclear restraint because of the proliferating effect the present assurance guarantee had on their adversary. Existing gaps in our understanding of the effects of assurance on nuclear proliferation, and its subsequent application in policy decisions may mean that for every dollar we invest today in assuring an ally we may need to spend again tomorrow to assure their security. Further research into the linkage between behavioral economics and national decision making can bolster our diplomatic power to peacefully resolve regional security dilemma while promising tremendous savings in federal discretionary spending. In today’s fiscally austere times, we are running out of money; so we better start critically thinking about how today’s investments in assurance affect tomorrow’s security.
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